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of the Official Information Act, as applicable: 

[1] 9(2)(a) - to protect the privacy of natural persons, including deceased people 
 

[2] 9(2)(b)(ii) -  to protect the commercial position of the person who supplied the information, or 
who is the subject of the information 

 
[3] 9(2)(f)(iv) - to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality of 

advice tendered by ministers and officials   
 

[4] 9(2)(g)(i) - to maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and frank 
expression of opinions 

 
[5] 9(2)(i) - to enable the Crown to carry out commercial activities without disadvantage or 

prejudice 
 

[6] 9(2)(j)  -  to protect the commercial position of the person who supplied the information, or who 
is the subject of the information; to enable the Crown to carry out commercial activities without 
disadvantage or prejudice; and to enable the Crown to negotiate without disadvantage or 
prejudice 

 
[7] 9(2)(ba)(i) - to protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which any 

person has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment, 
where the making available of the information would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar 
information, or information from the same source, and it is in the public interest that such 
information should continue to be supplied 

 
[8] Information is out of scope or not relevant. 

 
Where information has been withheld, a numbered reference to the applicable section of the Official 
Information Act has been made, as listed above. For example, a [3] appearing where information 
has been withheld in a release document refers to section 9(2)(f)(iv). 
 
In preparing this Information Release, the Treasury has considered the public interest 
considerations in section 9(1) of the Official Information Act. 
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1 March 2012 SE-1-3-5 
 

Treasury Report: Solid Energy - update 

 
1. This report: 
 

• summarises the conclusions of the mixed ownership scoping study of Solid 
Energy, as requested by the Minister for SOEs 

• updates Ministers on recent developments, and 

• sets out Treasury’s intentions from here. 

Executive Summary 

2. The scoping study by UBS effectively expressed no confidence in Solid Energy’s 
business strategy.                                                              
                                                                                         
                                                                                  
                  Solid Energy’s own forecasts were significantly higher than market 
forecasts, and according to UBS “not based on any analysis of fundamentals”. 

 
             
                      

                   

             
          

          

                         

                              

           

 
3.                                                                                          

                                                                                       
                                                        

 
4. The scoping study advised that significant changes would be required to Solid Energy’s 

strategy and business before it could be suitable for an IPO. The implicit conclusion is 
that third parties would not be willing to invest in Solid Energy as it is now. 

 
5. Solid Energy has recently responded to the scoping study, in a note to Treasury and in 

its Strategic Issues letter to shareholding Ministers. We interpret these responses from 
Solid Energy as, in effect, rejecting the majority of the scoping study’s conclusions, 
concluding that Solid Energy’s current strategy is appropriate, and arguing that a 
retail-based IPO for Solid Energy is not the appropriate way forward 

 
Next Steps 

6. We intend to commission the Crown advisor, Deutsche Bank, to undertake a short-term 
focused analysis of Solid Energy, building on the UBS scoping study and Solid 
Energy’s recent responses to it. 

 
7. In about 2-3 weeks, once the Deutsche Bank analysis is complete, we will report to 

Ministers with further advice on the way forward. However, at this point we believe the 
options are for Ministers to either: 

 

• support Solid Energy’s current strategy and business plan, which in our view 
would mean withdrawing Solid Energy from the mixed ownership programme, as 

[2],[5]

[2],[5]

[2],[5]
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under the current strategy the company is not suited for an IPO which focuses on 
New Zealand retail investors, or 

• ask the Board (and in particular the Chair) whether it believes it is able to support 
a significant shift in the company’s strategy, along the lines proposed by the 
scoping study, in order to prepare the company for an IPO. 

8. We note that Solid Energy’s strategy effectively rejects the consensus price path used 
in the scoping study in favour of what it describes as its “well worked and proven 
analysis” (despite the company being unable to supply this analysis during the scoping 
study). While it is possible that future price paths could align with Solid Energy’s 
projections, it is our view that supporting Solid Energy’s analysis is effectively taking a 
large commodity price bet against the market. 

 
9. We note that preparing the company for an IPO is likely to take a minimum of 1 year, 

with full support from the Board and management, plus further time to demonstrate the 
results of the shift in strategy to the market. This would mean a potential IPO for Solid 
Energy in late 2013 at the absolute earliest, and more likely some time in 2014. 

 

The Scoping Study 

10. The Solid Energy scoping study concluded that an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of Solid 
Energy, which could meet the MOM objectives, requires a focus on the company’s core 
coal mining business with: 

 

• downsizing of the New Development activities particularly around the large scale 
projects associated with the Southland lignite resources: coal-to-fertilizer (CTF) 
and coal-to liquids (CTL) for liquid fuels 

• sale of the renewable businesses (biodiesel and wood pellets) 

• increased expenditure on drilling to prove up the level of coal reserves to meet 
equity market requirements, and  

• repayment of Solid Energy’s debt at time of listing to meet the debt free norm for 
listed coal companies. 

11. The scoping study advised that Solid Energy’s Board would need to adopt this new 
strategy and drive the required changes at the CEO and senior management level, with 
reductions in corporate head office and overhead costs. 

 
Estimated proceeds 

12.                                                                                 
                                                                                   
                                                                                       
                                                                               
                                                                   

 
13.                                                                                       

                                                                                      
                                               

 
14.                                                                                   

                                                                                         
                                                                                          
                                                            

[2],[5]
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15. The $5 to $7 billion range for total proceeds from the mixed ownership model included 

an estimate of $680 million to $830 million from an IPO of Solid Energy. This was 
based on an estimated value of $1.7 billion for 100% of Solid Energy, and the Crown 
selling 40-49% of its shares.  

 
16. The $1.7 billion valuation for Solid Energy was from an independent valuation of the 

company by Forsyth Barr, produced using publicly available information. The Solid 
Energy board’s most recent estimate of the value of the company was $2.8 billion. 

 
17. The significant gap between the scoping study valuation                and Solid 

Energy’s own valuation ($2.8 billion) arise from: 
 

• Solid Energy utilising commodity price path assumptions for coal and oil for its 
lignite conversion project products that are very significantly above the 
consensus views of analysts which formed the basis of the UBS analysis.  

• Solid Energy’s risk and return assessments for its lignite development projects 
being lower than equity or investment market expectations for such early stage, 
large scale, and high risk projects.  

18.                                                                                        
                                                                                            
                                                     UBS sought, but was unable to 
obtain, documentation and analysis from Solid Energy to support the latter’s view on 
commodity price paths. 

 
Impediments to IPO and Investor Expectations 

19. The scoping study identified a number of business issues within Solid Energy that 
investors would expect to be mitigated or resolved prior to any IPO.  Moreover, 
resolution of these issues could increase returns from an IPO. These issues are:  

 
Coal Mining  

• Increasing the level of documented coal reserves. 

• Adjustment of mining operations and development to the economics of a lower 
price path assumption. 

•                                                                                
                                                  

• Operational uncertainty over the Spring Creek mine on the West Coast. 

Strategic Business Positioning 

• Scale of investments and capital investment in New Developments. 

• Renewable Energy investments go beyond core competencies in the value chain. 

• Diversion of cash flow and management resources from the core coal business. 

Cost Structure 

• Head office overhead significantly larger than comparable Australian listed 
companies. 

• Adopting a new corporate structure to assist in transitioning to a project based, 
multi-resource developer. 

[5]

[2],[5]

[2],[5]
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Other Matters 

• Board composition. 

• Capital structure. 

20. Further detail on these issues is provided in Annex A. 
 

Recent developments 

21. Following the scoping study, Solid Energy was requested to develop a revised strategy 
and business plan to prepare the company for an IPO, and provide this to shareholding 
Ministers by 31 January 2012.  This plan was to reflect the Board’s response to the 
analysis in the scoping study prepared by UBS.  The board was also asked to provide 
quarterly reports to shareholding Ministers and Treasury on the revised plan’s 
implementation. 

 
22. The Chair of Solid Energy responded to you on 27 January stating that “most of” 

shareholding Minister’s expectations “are well within Solid Energy’s ability to fulfil” and 
that “we will have to you a formal response to the UBS Scoping Study by the third week 
of February and will integrate our strategy revision into the Strategic Issues letter due 
on 28th February”. The third week of February was 13 to 17 February.  

 
23. On 23 February, after following up with the company, Treasury received a response 

from Solid Energy to the scoping study. We do not believe Solid Energy has sent this 
response directly to Ministers, as the Chair indicated in his letter of 27 January. 
However, Solid Energy has covered much of the same ground in its Strategic Issues 
letter, which was sent to Ministers on 28 February. Copies of the response to Treasury 
and the Solid Energy Strategic Issues letter are attached to this report. 

 
24. We interpret these responses from Solid Energy as, in effect, rejecting the majority of 

the scoping study’s conclusions and arguing that a retail-based IPO for Solid Energy is 
not the appropriate way forward.  

 

Post-Investment Review 

25. As you know, all SOEs have been requested to carry out post-investment reviews 
(PIRs) of significant investments that they have undertaken. Solid Energy’s PIR was 
received by Treasury on 28 February, covering the company’s investments in a Taupo 
wood pellet processing plant and the Stockton Water Management Project. 

 
26. We have now begun our analysis of the PIR, but based on Solid Energy’s figures and 

assumptions:   
 

• the Taupo wood pellet plant was commissioned 5 months later than planned 

• actual expenditure was as budgeted ($33.9 million) 

• the originally planned capacity of 60,000 tonnes per year was not met, and the 
plant as commissioned is only capable of 30,000 tonnes of production per year 

• prices received from the sale of wood pellets have been lower than forecast 

• the total and variable costs of production of the wood pellets have been higher 
than forecast, and 

• as a result of the above factors, gross margins from the pellet plant have been 
significantly negative, and are forecast to continue to be negative in the short 
term. 
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27.                                                                             
                                                                                   
                                                                                 
                                                                                
                        

 
28. Solid Energy advises that it used the company’s weighted average cost of capital as 

the discount rate for the net present value calculation. In our opinion this is not 
appropriate – a project specific rate should be used, which for a project like this would 
be higher.                                                                                   
                                                   

 
29. Solid Energy states that it is currently considering options for future returns on this 

investment, and that “a learning from this project has been that the business would 
have benefited from a more thorough understanding of the complexities and risks of 
developing new or emerging markets with relatively new products”. 

 
30.                                                                                    

                                                                                    
 
31. In our view this PIR supports the comments in the UBS scoping study that: 
 

• Solid Energy’s Renewable Energy investments go beyond its core competencies, 
and 

• the investments represent a diversion of cash flow and management resources 
from the core coal business. 

32. The other project covered by Solid Energy’s PIR, the Stockton Water Management 
Project, was considered essential to improve the environmental impact of mining at 
Stockton. Therefore Solid Energy advises that “ no [net present value], [internal rate of 
return] or Payback calculation applies to this investment. Success is measured in 
satisfactory environmental improvements and the retention of the ‘licence to operate’ at 
Stockton”. 

 

Solid Energy’s financial performance 

33. The Annual Portfolio Report showed that over the 5 years from 2006 to 2011, Solid 
Energy: 

 

• generated operating cashflows of $518 million, but only paid dividends to the 
Crown totalling $134 million 

• invested $547 million into the purchase of fixed assets, and 

• increased its total liabilities by $394 million. 

34. In effect, Solid Energy has used its entire operating cashflows over the last 5 years to 
fund new investment, as well as supplementing this with increased borrowing. The 
relatively small dividends paid to the Crown have been funded by the company taking 
on increased debt. The UBS scoping study indicated that listed coal companies are 
typically debt free. 

[2],[5]

[2],[5]

[4],[5]
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35. The significant investment by Solid Energy (around $0.5 billion over the last 5 years 

and around $1 billion over the last 10 years) does not seem to have resulted in 
increases in Solid Energy’s profits, once you strip out the effect of movements in coal 
prices. 

Recommended Action 

We recommend that you note the contents of this report. 
 
 
 
 
 
John Crawford  
Deputy Secretary, Commercial Transactions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Bill English     Hon Tony Ryall 
Minister of Finance    Minister for State Owned Enterprises 
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Annex A: Impediments to IPO and Investor Expectations 

Coal Mining 

1. Average mine lives among comparable listed Australian coal companies exceed 30 
years.  In moving to a listed company Solid Energy would need to  bring forward 
planned exploration and drilling to define its West Coast resources and reserves to the 
extent necessary to provide investors greater assurance over mine lives.            
                                                                                     
                                                                              
                                                                                          
                                                                                 
                                                                                     

 
2. Solid Energy’s business plan assumes coal prices significantly higher than current 

consensus prices and as a result higher operating and capital expenditure than would 
be economic at lower consensus prices.  Solid Energy will need to prepare a modified 
mine and overall coal business plan for review by a technical expert for the purposes of 
a prospectus. 

 
3.                                                                                      

                                                                                         
                                                                              
                                                                                              
                                                                                
                                                                                             
                                                                          

 
4.                                                                                   

                                                                                  
                                                                                     
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                            

 
5.                                                                                  

                                                                                  
                                                                                   
                                                                              
                                                                                  
                                                      

 
6.                                                                                  

                                                                                         
                                                                                    
                                                                                      
                                                                                       
                                                                                     
                                                                                

 
7.                                                                                  

                                                                                    
                            

 
8. Solid Energy is looking to acquire 100% of the Spring Creek mine by buying out its joint 

venture partner Cargill.  The Spring Creek underground mine has a design capacity to 
produce 800,000 tonnes per annum of semi-soft coking coal for blending with hard 
coking coal from Stockton.  The mine has been unable to meet production targets due 

[2],[5]

[2],[5],[7]

[2],[5],[7]

[2],[5],[7]

[2],[5],[7]

[2],[5],[7]
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to the inability to advance development, in part because of the joint venture partner’s 
underinvestment in operational and capital expenditure.  Complete ownership by 
Solid Energy will avoid lengthy and unscheduled shutdowns to develop more coal to 
mine and to assess safety conditions in the mine. 

 
Strategic Business Positioning 

9. In order to mitigate investor concerns around Renewables and New Developments the 
scoping study recommends that: 

 

• the Renewable Energy businesses are sold prior to IPO 

• the costs and resources of New Developments are materially reduced to annual 
expenditures of no more than             per annum (operational and capital 
expenditures plus overhead allocation) on projects that have not reached a 
defined feasibility study stage, and 

• In the absence of such disciplined actions investors will discount the value of the 
coal business. 

10. Since 2005 Solid Energy has directly spent an estimated NZ$165 million on its 
Renewable Energy and New Development activities                                  
           but excluding unallocated corporate office costs.  Overhead and 
development expenditure for the June 2012 year is expected to be                  
approximately equally allocated between the UCG and CTF projects. 

 
11. The Renewable Energy projects are yet to generate earnings before interest, tax and 

depreciation and investors will not likely identify linkages between these businesses 
and Solid Energy’s core competencies.  

 
12. For New Developments Solid Energy should focus on finding promoter and operator 

partners for economically viable projects and constrain expenditure to exploration and 
development activities.  The CTF and CTL projects should be put on hold unless 
external analysis demonstrates materially improved project economics using market 
based commodity price expectations and valuation parameters.  

 
Cost Structure 

13. Solid Energy’s head office overhead is significantly larger than comparable Australian 
coal companies.  Solid Energy’s coal only overheads are                 compared 
with Australian companies                       Solid Energy’s combined coal and 
head office corporate overheads are                   The scoping study notes that 
some of this difference can be explained by the scale up of resources to develop the 
New Developments and Renewable Energy business and less focus on allocation of 
costs to the projects to which they relate e.g. unallocated corporate costs to business 
units, unallocated exploration costs within the coal business and the low level of head 
office costs allocated to New Developments relative to the time UBS understands is 
being invested in these projects. 
 

 
14. The scoping study recommends a detailed review of head office costs in order to 

identify: 
 

• head office costs that cannot be directly allocated to business units 

• areas of cost saving, and 

• operating cost structure differences versus Australian coal mining companies. 

[2],[5]

[2],[5]

[2],[5]

[2],[5]
[2],[5]

[2],[5]
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Other Matters 

15. The scoping study recommends reducing the Board from eight to six members given 
the size is large in comparison with Australian coal companies of a similar size.  It 
proposes than two Board members have direct coal mining experience and an 
international director with large scale oil and gas development and processing 
experience should be considered.  

 
16. The scoping study also recommends that Solid Energy should have no debt at the time 

of IPO.  The majority of listed Australian coal companies have positive cash balances 
because of the inherent volatility in coal mine cash flows and the substantial cash 
requirements for new mine developments.                                               
                                                                                    
                                                                                         

 

[5]
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